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Defining Inculturation
extraordinary Synod of Bishops held in Rome in 1974
to discuss Evangelisation in the Modern World, the Bishops of
Africa and Madagascar made the startling declaration of a
from a theology of
methodological shift in missiology
to
that
of
incarnation.
The
adaptation
bishops "considered as
totally out of date a certain theology of adaptation in favour of a
theology of incarnation". In other words they favoured a theology
that emerges from the historical experience of living Christian
During

the

-

communities that

people
deepen

are

"incarnated and rooted in the life of their

[and] upon whom the task falls, in the first place, to
the Gospel". This theological model of incarnation is

rooted in the historical incarnation of Jesus the
natures

[human

and divine

-

as

defined

by

Christ; the

two

the Ecumenical

Council of Chalcedon, 451 CE] are maintained and therefore are
not confused or divided but remain inseparable in the Christ.
Incarnational

absolute

discontinuity [Nestorian
juxtaposition] and absolute continuity [as in Euthychian
monophysitism] between the proclaimed Gospel and the
receiving religious cultures"
*

theology rejects

of the French original "Enseignement
point de vue africain » submitted in the
collective work La Responsabilite des Theologiens
Melanges offerts a
Joseph Dare, under the direction of Francois Bousquet et aI., Institut
Catholique de Paris, 2001. The shorter French text was read with critical
remarks by the following colleagues at the Institut Catholique: Paul Coulon,
Claude Tassin, and Bede Ukwuije.
This

paper

Theologique

is

an

expansion

et inculturation

-

Ie

-
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Since 1974 the

neologism "inculturation", linked very closely
with incarnation, started to form part and parcel of discourse in
Roman Catholic missiology and theology and ended up being
adopted by the magisterium of the church. Thus John Paul II in
Slavorum Apostoli defined inculturation as "the incarnation of the
Gospel in native cultures and also the introduction of these
cultures into the life of the Church." This highlights only one
the incarnation of the Gospel within
aspect of inculturation
and
culture
to
transform
the culture. The other side of
every
uplift
the coin must be expressed with equal force the hospitality that
the culture gives to the Gospel and thereafter expressing and
proclaiming the Gospel in a novel way demonstrating new
-

-

aspects

of

the

Good

news.

This

double

movement

in

John Paul II in

"inculturation" is

successfully displayed by
[1977 no. 53.] In this first official use of
inculturation in a Roman document, the neologism is related to
the "mystery of the incarnation": "to bring the power of the
Gospel into the very heart of culture and cultures". This offers
the cultures on the one hand "the knowledge of the hidden
mystery" and on the other hand helps them "to bring forth from
their own living tradition original expressions of Christian life,
celebration and thought." Two years earlier Paul VI in
Evangelisation in the Modern Worla (nos. 20 and 63) without
using the word "inculturation" expressed fully its double
movement whereby in the first place "human cultures are
challenged and converted by the Gospel": to "evangelize man's
culture and cultures (not in a purely decorative way, as it were,
by applying a thin veneer, but in a vital way, in depth and right to
their very roots)". Second, human cultures challenge the Gospel
and give it cultural expression in theological formulation,
catechesis, liturgy, and in secondary ministries and structures.
Consequently, "Evangelization loses much of its force and
Catechesis in

our

Time

-

effectiveness if it does not take into consideration the actual
people to whom it is addressed, if it does not use their language,
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their

ask,

signs

and

symbols,

if it does not

and if it does not have

The

two-pronged

an

impact

answer

on

the

questions they

their concrete life."!

movement of interaction between

Gospel

and Culture noted above inserts itself within the hub of the life of
a

local

church that

enjoys

a

true

autonomy', Theological

education that takes inculturation as necessary starting point must
take this dual movement seriously in course preparation and class
work through a review of the sources of theology.

New Sources

of Theology and New Perspectives or Horizons

exploration of the contribution that
inculturation makes to theological education in Africa is certainly
not an easy task. The rhetoric of inculturation and the critique of
post- Tridentine theology or the pre-Vatican II theology are very

To

embark

the

on

It is also easy to denounce the then dominant
of
tabula rasa, salvation of souls, implantation of the
missiology
Church, and adaptation that even the Bishops of Africa and
easy tasks.

critique of
the past is unavoidable as a necessary step towards laying the
foundations of a theology of inculturation.' However theological
education that submits the lived experience of the faith to a fresh
scrutiny from the powerhouse of the "riches of the nations" is
very demanding. As Vatican II directed in Ad Gentes art. 22, "it
is necessary that in each major socio-cultural area, such
theological speculation should be encouraged, in the light of the
universal Church's tradition, as may submit to a new scrutiny the
Madagascar rejected during

the

Synod of

1974. This

words and deeds which God has revealed, and which have been
set down in Sacred Scripture and explained by the Fathers and by
the

magisterium."

going to reinvent a brand new
theological wheel the sources of theology and the criteria of the
sacred sciences are well known. Or perhaps they are so not well
known! The faith-community in Africa has more often than not
This is not

as
-

if

one

is
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marginalized not only in the assessment of Christian history
especially in the definition of the sources of
theology. And yet the deepening of the faith is first and foremost
the historical task and privilege of this community.'
Consequently, one has to reintegrate the historical witness of the
believing Christian community as a major source of theology,"
Following the orientation of Vatican II [in Ad Gentes art. 22], the
African theologian embraces fully the fact that faith, the object of
theological reflection, is lived in time and space. One draws
theological mileage from the historicity of the faith in the African
context that opens new horizons for theological reflection and
been

in Africa but

education.
The

of theological reflection

sources

on our

faith in Jesus the

Christ are, first and
and the Church

foremost, the Bible, the Fathers of the Church
teachings. These have to be clearly located in

time and context to be

theologian

fully appreciated.

That is

why

the African

should neither remain enclosed within the

corridors of Medieval

narrow

should s/he minimise the

theology,
period and especially the post- Tridentine
that made an almost indelible imprint on the young
churches of Africa. This period saw the rise of a missionary
ardour that coincided with or was supported by the colonial

impact
period

nor

of the Medieval

machine.

noted above, the historical witness of the Christian
communities fully inserted within their socio-cultural world

Second,

as

becomes another

major theological resource. By using the socio
historical method to explore African cultures the theologian also
avoids the narrow reductionist ethnological interpretation of
these cultures. Attention is drawn to the fact that the African
person, like all

humans, is

a

historical

being

who constructs and

history. African culture has never
been immobile or unchanging. One is therefore not be surprised
at the rapid adaptation of these cultures to the modem world
despite the phenomenal assault on these cultures by Christian
evangelism and the colonial machine. The adaptation is proof of
reconstructs hislher world in

-
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the internal

dynamism

of these cultures. And the length and
cover both the past of the tradition and

breath of African cultures
the evolution of the

globalization.
Thus, despite

the

living

cultures of Africa in

a

world of

of African cultures, one
must not minimise the continuities or the persistence of the

changing patterns

traditional in the modem world. One should not delude oneself

into

thinking

by Africans in the hands of
radically modified the collective

that the defeat suffered

the Christian West has

so

imagination as to detach it from the traditional matrix. The
metamorphosis of African religion and its global presence in
Cuba [as santeria], in Haiti [as voodoo] and in Brazil [as
candomblei would be sufficient caution against such preliminary
error of analysis." It is becoming more and more evident today
that the adoption of Islam or Christianity in sub-Saharan Africa
happened more from the internal dynamics and resilience of the
Africa's religious cultures
the agent or principal subject of
rather than the socio-economic or politico
these encounters
military pressures that accompanied the presence of these
religions.' The Christian faith lived by Africans a living faith
that displays Christians going through the difficult experience of
negotiating between the changing African cultures and the
challenge of the Christian Gospel in novel situations becomes a
major source of theological reflection. Theology becomes for the
African theologian, steeped in the African socio-cultural matrix
and the Christian tradition, the interpretation of the Word of God
addressed to humans on pilgrimage in this world.
Following the situation whereby the historical reality of the
Christian faith in Africa becomes a major inspiration and source
of theology, African theologians enjoy a privilege similar to the
Fathers of the Church. The Fathers were enabled by their.socio
historical context to deepen reflection on the meaning of the faith
and to produce answers to novel questions of their time. Thus to
take onboard the historicity of the African Christian into
theological reflection, the interpretation of the action of God in
-

-

-

-
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world, the experience of God's revelation in Jesus Christ,

preached and lived through two thousand years of Christian
history, will focus specially on Christianity in Africa.
This theological sOurce necessarily includes, as already
mentioned above, the experience of God named in multiple ways
in those African societies that produced the African Christians
an experience of the God-already-there "who sent missionaries to
-

Africa", since it would be erroneous to believe that missionaries
brought God to Africans." This same God that African Christians

recognised as inhabiting all dimensions
of African life-experience and all patterns of Africa's social
reproduction. In this way the African on becoming Christian does
not have to deny him-/herself but assumes the values of hislher
9
tradition "in spirit and in truth". However, this religious tradition
of Africa that is grafted onto the revelation in Jesus Christ is
pertinent only because their dynamic fusion is in contact with the
day-to-day human condition of Africans a generally unhappy
confess in Jesus Christ is

-

condition that it strives to transform and heal. Therefore this
fused tradition faces the tragic poverty, violence and hatred that
are

killing

hundreds of thousands and

displacing

millions from

cherished homelands; it faces the AIDS pandemic and all manner
of diseases that bewitch the continent; and it has to search for
answers

youth,

unemployed militant
lost direction, of collapsed social

to the drama of the disoriented and

of populations that have

structures and

reproduction

corrupt political systems, and

that is bloodied

by modernity

a

system of social

and

globalization.

The innumerable ways in which the Gospel is challenged with
"great expectations" and the stammering answers to the defiant

African condition become elements of
African culture; they become also
perspectives for theology in Africa.

New

an

emergent Christian

new sources

Perspectives for Sacramental Theology

opening novel
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Let

illustrate how the

of inculturation will

impact on
study
theology.
teaching
begin with,
no serious study or teaching of sacramental theology will ignore
the following directive of Vatican II, "In mission lands it is found
that some of the peoples already make use of initiation rites.
Elements from these, when capable of being adapted to Christian
ritual, may be admitted along with those already found in
Christian tradition, according to the norm laid down in Art. 3740, of this Constitution." [Sacrosanctum Concilium art. 65]. Here
one is concerned with rituals that put in display or touch
profoundly the body; rites that model or remodel the person and
social group in close touch with socio-spiritual foundations.
Consequently one has to face what Sacrosanctum Concilium calls
"profudior Liturgiae aptatio" [art. 40]. This "more radical
adaptation of the liturgy" is what is commonly called
"inculturation" today; and it is a task that calls for mote
us

the

and

project

of sacramental

imagination and creativity in the area
in developing new Christian rituals.

To

of Christian initiation and

Inventing Rituals and the Burden ofMemory
The first

major obstacle
sacramental theology, and

to renewal of

teaching of
of practice in the

study

the eventual renewal

or

of Christian rituals in the African context, is how to manage
the burden of memory. How does one approach initiation among
area

peoples "in mission lands" without falling into simplistic
ethnological views while at the same time making good use of
the results of ethnological or anthropological studies? Here a
socio-historical method would be very helpful. This approach
will reveal the alliance or complicity of colonial ideology and
Christian evangelism in the destruction of African initiation and
passage rites that ultimately came to be called primitive, fetishist,
pagan and diabolical. At the root of this is of course the 19th
century Western evolutionist ideology that dominated
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which saw the other, the non-European,
inferior." Missionaries, colonialists, and anthropologists were

anthropology/ethnology
as

formed in this

ideological

school.

Consequently,

the colonial

government that controlled all the legitimate means of exercising
violence imposed its laws on savage races. Missionaries, who
controlled education

during the colonial period, and even into the
successfully transmitted this negative vision to

post-colonial era,
the point that

their

internalised this and
rites. And

teaching

finally

African

championed

the

mass

successors

the

or

collaborators

struggle against

the African

of Christians followed the

with little discrimination. Thereafter to

to become mixed up with traditional initiation

participate

-

in

or

passage rites
became not only

or

pagan, fetishist and diabolical rites
shameful [uncivilised] but also sinful. Shame and

primitive,

same

-

guilt

became

internalised in the process of social reproduction [and the African
ended up denying him-/herselfto become Christian and modem].
The

advantage

of the socio-historical

approach

to African

passage rites is that this unburdening of memory would not be
by-passed. And it enables the researcher to unmask the hidden

agenda
enough

of both the colonial and

missionary enterprise.

True

in many instances missionaries opposed colonial policy.
But there is no area of intercultural encounter that enjoyed so

much

consensus

between the two

initiation rites. It

was

a

foreign
struggle against

arms as

the

passage and
of African

core

culture because these rites constituted the foundations of the
transmission of

living tradition through what is shown/seen [ta
deiknymena according to Hellenistic mystery language], what is
said or recited [ta legomena] and especially what is done or acted
11
out [ta dromena].
This triple transmission of living tradition
through participation obtains 'universally' in rites of initiation or
passage. The ritual context and process are the privileged places
for the modelling and remodelling of the human person and for
the reproduction of the society .12 The rites constitute the cement
of society.
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One should therefore understand the

ideology

and what

with

one

the

does

or

African

practices

was

of

insistent

is shown,
discontinuous

should be

traditional

project

or

Christianity and colonialism. The Christian message
that what one says/hears or recites, what one sees

or

radically
religious 'pagan'

world.

Consequently, a total war had to be declared on African ritual
practices in their entirety. However, since these rites inhabit all
aspects of social reproduction, and are structural to the
construction of the society, the war on rituals became
transformed into the unavoidable war against African patterns of
social production and reproduction. By proposing or imposing an
alternative western Christian cosmology and allied imaginary
devices, and declaring the African devices reprobate, Christian
missionaries directly and indirectly participated in the
destabilisation of African societies, in transforming the social
definition and social realisation of the human person in tlie
or not,
through its bias against the African religious culture, it

world. And whether the Christian mission wanted it

with the colonial power to achieve the
economic, social and political domination of African societies.
And the colonial government with a sure ally, the Christian

collaborated

actively

missionary church, fought

to ensure that the

youth no longer
helped to undercut the
societies through forceful

learnt how to construct their societies and

socio-religious

basis

of

these

interdiction of those rituals it considered inimical to its definition

of order. To the shame and sin associated with
the colonial machine added

preaching
massive change

introduced

by

illegality.

colonialism

on

missionary

And with the

the

political and

economic levels, the youth became aligned to construct a society
totally out of their control, controlled from the outside for the
benefit of the

colonising empires and supported by Christian
provided supporting rituals and imaginary devices.
Yvon Droz illustrates this very well in a study of the Kikuyu
nation. The study shows that from colonial times the colonising
British Empire and the Protestant missionaries were in accord in
missions that
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fighting to uproot ruthlessly male and female initiation. The
British administration outlawed the initiation into age sets,
thereby undermining generational succession, because of the

political agitation these aroused. The colonial project was to
mutilate and destroy the Kikuyu social reproduction by a whole
array of counter-insurrectional measures helped by ready-to-hand
ethnographic material. Then the Protestant revivalist preaching
targeted the same rituals denouncing and condemning the age
sets because of the "pagan ceremonies" that accompanied
circumcision." The Kikuyu world assailed by the combined
forces of colonial military might and Protestant evangelical verve
was no longer capable of producing accomplished men and
women according to the dictates of the socio-religious universe.
The debate today in East Africa [and elsewhere in Africa] over
female circumcision and its condemnation as an infringement of
human rights should not blind one to the preliminary colonial and
Christian project of destroying all patterns of social reproduction
in which excision is only an element.
This necessary offloading of the burden of memory is
unavoidable if we want to follow seriously the directive of
Vatican II in integrating "elements" of "initiation rites" found
among the cultures of "mission lands". The African missionary
Christian imagination has internalised these rites as sinful,
uncivilised, shameful and illegal. Some African communities and
individuals evidently ignored or fought against the missionary or
Christian preaching and continued with the traditional African
passage

rites

that

modelled

communities, despite

the

and

remodelled

fact that these

are

persons

outlawed

and

by

government legislation [like female circumcision outlawed in
Kenya in 1982.] But other African Christians who are
uncompromising in the rejection of the 'pagan' rites continue to
refuse them as inadmissible within Christianity to avoid creating
second rate Christians unfaithful to Christ. New wine should be
put into new wineskins [Lk 5:38]. [It is remarkable that pastors
who converted to Christianity as adults
thus abandoning the
-
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experience great difficulty in welcoming
experiments in inculturation.] While a third try to navigate the ill
defined line between Christian witness and cultural identity by
experimenting on practices that could be called successful or
unsuccessful 'syncretism'. Oftentimes out of fear of syncretism,
the rites are robbed of the power to model the person by simply
reducing them to cultural practices and axing their psycho
religious depth. The labour of inculturation as a "syncretic
a carefully reflected
process" or a "successful syncretism"
of
elements
of
African
dynamic integration
religious cultural
rituals into Christianity, projecting at the same time the challenge
of Gospel by the context, to be distinguished from any hasty
shows that renewal in the Christian
assemblage of symbols
sacraments
a
requires
very
demanding historical and
14
anthropological study.
traditional rites

-

-

-

Inculturation

of

Sacramental

Theology

and

Theological

Education
The directive of Vatican II is that

"submit to

a new

scrutiny

revealed, and which have been

explained by
constitute

for

the Fathers"
us

the

theological study

should

the words and deeds which God has
set down in Sacred

Scripture

and

[Ad Gentes, art. 22.] The Fathers
linkage to the Bible and its

first

interpretation outside the confines of the parent Jewish
Christianity. The Graeco-Roman world of the time of the Fathers
was steeped in diverse philosophical and religious syncretism;
and the mystery religions were of particular attraction. This
period has been described as "the age of anxiety" where
philosophies, religions and mysteries were sought after to resolve
the problems of life; in short they were sought after for salvation
[soteria.rs Being bearers of a new story of salvation the Fathers
fought against the mysteries because of the disquieting
resemblances between Christian rituals and the rites of the
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example, Tertullian admitted that Christianity was
a mystery religion [making reference to the discipline of silence
which in the Eleusinian mysteries was the password or
synthema]. Nevertheless he fulminated against the resemblances
between Christian practice and the mysteries attributing these
resemblances to the machinations of the devil. [The resemblances
stretch from baptism, consignation or confirmation, to the
Eucharist and even the sacrament of martyrdom or coronation].
Only the devil, the author of heresy and idolatry, could inspire
such a parody of Christian sacraments, concluded Tertullian."
Such conclusion could only come from apologetic naivety. Did
the mysteries not predate Christianity? However, when
Christianity became a legitimate religion, and when it had
overcome the rival mystery cults, the Fathers adopted the
language and practices of the mysteries in the mystagogic
catecheses, in the three-year catechumenate that the New
Testament did not know. In grafting the story of Jesus the
Nazarene, unto the Greco-Roman tree [or the other way round],
the Fathers realised a successful "syncretic work" that profoundly
affected the practice and discourse or speculation on
sacramentology
Encouraged by the Fathers of the Church, the African
theologian reinterprets the Bible from the African initiation
camp. The sacerdotal Christology of the Letter to the Hebrews
becomes a primary inspiration in this reinterpretation. The life
and death of Jesus are interpreted as true rite of initiation
a
a
ritual
ordeal
to
become
passage through
priest, saviour,
mediator and Master of Initiation: "In the days of his flesh, Jesus
offered up prayers and supplications, with loud cries and tears, to

mysteries.

For

-

.

-

the

one who was able to save him from death, and he was heard
because of his reverent submission. Although he was a Son, he
learned obedience through what he suffered" [Heb 5:8.] This
interpretation of the passion not only reveals the unique passage
of Jesus to become priest, but also designates the paradigm that
must necessarily be followed for the making and reproduction of
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Christians. And in this ritual process the Initiated Christ becomes
having been made perfect, he became the

the Initiator: "and

obey him, having been
designated by
high priest according to the order of
17
Melchizedek" [Reb 5: 10.]
The above approach confirms the universal character of all
it is only by passing through painful ordeals that one
initiation
is made Christian; through this ordeal a holy people that
remodels the world according to the practice of Jesus is born. As
the paradigm, as the initiator, the beginning of all beginnings, the
Lord through the sacrament of his Passion, reconstitutes the
community, within which he is Chief iarchegos), "the pioneer
and perfecter of our faith" [Reb 12:2tI.] And it is through
enduring the ritual passage, in being obedient and submissive to
the Master of Initiation, that the community that is 'born again'
or remodelled labours or "groans inwardly" for the creation of a
true Christian community [cf. Jn 3:3-8; Rom 8:23; cf. ICor 10: 12.] According to the Pauline language of initiation, "all of us who
have been baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death
[ ] we have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that,
just as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father,
so we too might walk in newness of life" [Rom 6:3-4.]
Having the opportunity of reading the Bible from the
initiation camp makes it possible for the African church to review
those rituals that reintegrate persons into African communities
and that enable the community to go through the process of self
source

of eternal salvation for all who
God

a

-

...

creation and recreation. These

are

initiation and form the bases for

admissible into Christian

Christian passage rites.
However, their admission is under the double rubric of having
been tested by the Calvary of the Lord and Master of initiation,
and of

having

new

become the vehicle of

leading

the

Gospel through

highlands of African patterns of modelling
and
societies.
This double movement ensures that for
persons
Christians, the socio-cultural wealth of the nations undergoes or
all the

caves

and

is confirmed to have

undergone

the test of the Passion; for the
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logic of initiation insists that every incarnation must be
challenged' to show the prophetic blood [the stigmata of
martyrdom] "so that the cross of Christ might not be emptied of
its power" [1 Cor 1: 17.]
.

Reintegrating Elements ofAfrican

initiation into Sacramental

Practice

The initiation and passage rites encountered in Africa bear
to
testimony to the universal principle of all such rituals
-

fully human one passes through diverse ordeals that
initiate into life. It would be a betrayal of the "message of the

become

cross" that

displays the "power of God" [cf. 1 Cor 1: 18] not to
continuity between the quest for Life in African
recognise
rites and the nailing of the Lord of life on the cross. The proof of
this continuity is how the dromenon of the Passion of the Lord
dominates the African Christian imagination. As the South
African theologian Gabriel Setiloane wrote:
the

And yet for us it is when He is on the cross,
This Jesus of Nazareth, with holed hands and
like a beast at a sacrifice:

opened side,

When He is stripped naked like us,
Browned and sweating water and blood in the heat of the SUD,
Yet silent,
18
That we cannot resist Him.

The

persistent call

"team obedience through suffering" in the
drama of passage and initiation. rites that capitalise on experience
successfully moves ritual passengers through "imitation" into
"identification" with the model.
to

teaching of sacramental theology should
strive to recuperate the language, structure, meaning and
profound ritual gestures of African rites after withdrawing these
rites from the shame, curse, guilt and illegality with. which a
Every study

and
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misguided

missionary

Christianity

and

imperial

colonial

officialdom have linked them. Thanks to inculturation, passage
and initiation rites of Africa are "reborn" 'and become carriers of
the universal structures of salvation achieved in the Christ. There
is a difference between the initiated and the profane. Only the
initiated know the
about

initiation

password.

into

A. Arnoux in the detailed

Kubdndwa

initiation that binds initiates to the

among

the

spiritualised

enquiry

Rwandans,
hero

an

Ryangombe

told, "Ntibivugwa, such matters are not
to talk about them; we are bound to
it
is
forbidden
discussed;
secrecy, because they are prohibited subjects"." If Arnoux, a
White Father, were steeped in the mystery language of Paul and
the Fathers, he would have realised that as a missionary he was at
and to

one

another,

was

...

the threshold of

Gospel

mediating

a

passionate

encounter between the

and the Rwandan world that would generate Christian

initiation incarnated and rooted in the context.
The reintegration of these rites is primarily the preoccupation
of pastoral practice because the rites hold the key to Afncan life
revealing the caves and highlands of the formation, modelling

-

and

remodelling

every stage in

of

people

and

society. Every

life, calls for passage rites

dimension of life,
so

as

to

produce

accomplished persons. How would one become an integrated
Christian person in a society like the Bassari of Senegal that
programme accomplishment necessarily in six stages with
passage rites coming every six years? Or among the Borana of
Kenya and Ethiopia who have eight stages with ritual passages
that intervene every eight
Christian ritual imagination

years? .It becomes imperative that
develops biosocial and other rites of
to
move
responsibility
people from one biosocial development or
social responsibility to another. Of course initiation is guarded as
the crucial passage or sacrament for becoming a Christian;
suitable times are chosen, and adequate periods of seclusion are
marked out to ensure a true experience of transformation of ritual
passengers.

Second, the notion of Church, ecclesiology, is challenged and
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For

example, passage rites for entry into age sets that begin by
socialising biological maturity, detach adolescents and youth
from families and clans to become fused into the

larger

ethno

social

body to enable them be available for social service,
embody succession of generations, and ensure unbreakable
reproduction of society. This aspect of societal reproduction has
social, economic, military and political implications. While
female initiations focussed on the reproduction of family, social
and moral values, male initiations tilted towards the military,
economic, political and ritual reproduction. No wonder they were

targeted by colonial power and supported by Christian
evangelism. The emergent Church, focussed on its prophetic
vocation, learns

anew, in the African

context, that she does not
Kingdom, which transforms society.
The church that the Master of Initiation establishes, the
transformation of those rituals that accompany every aspect of
social reproduction, introduce the Christian youth into generosity
in service of society and church. The generosity keeps on
maturing as adult involvement in politics, ritual and economy are
not withdrawn from the glare of the Crucified. Because the
church is in the world while not being of the world, the highlands
and lowlands of the society, every aspect of life in the society,
especially its politics and economy, come under the influence of
the prophetic community through participation.
Third, the new perspectives in sacramentology have ethical
implications, since the life-death-life ordeal of Christian initiates
impacts on society as a whole. Life in the African world is
notoriously this worldly. The horizons of sacramento logy with
ecclesiological implications display Christians who carry the
transformation of the inhuman conditions of life in this world as
the Master of
trademark of the following of the model
Initiation. Salvation and human well-being are yoked together in
integral healing." If this ethical perspective of sacramento logy
adopts the Western Christian perception of grace as healing, it
exist for herself but for the

-
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underlines that the social, psychological, physical and spiritual
dimensions of healing are everyday concerns. With the result that
in

a

continent of hunger, disease,

genocide

and discrimination of

all sorts, the reception of baptismal water that
beyond kin and ethnic affiliations, assures

strangers, especially refugees, provides

ensures

the fusion
to all
the sick

hospitality

health

care

to

and food for the

hungry.
new
Fourth,
perspectives in sacramentology direct
Christian life to sacramental spirituality. Indeed spirituality or the
quest [thirst] for God is the culminating point of African
initiation rites
especially those rites that imply, within the
community, vocations, services and diverse ministries. The
summit of the rites is divinisation. This is lived in a symbolic
the

-

Kubdndwa; while in the initiation of the
handmaids of Sakpata [the Dahomean, Beninois, divinity of
way in initiation to

epidemics] initiation becomes identification through spirit
possession. In Brazil, Cuba and Haiti one speaks of the spirit
a way of
[orisha] 'riding' or 'mounting' the chosen one
divine
All
are
who
'mounted', be they
describing
possession.
male or female, are spouses of the spirit. In the Celestial Church
of Christ founded by Samuel Oschoffa [of Benin Republic]
priority is given to vision and falling into trance, and those men
inspired or gifted with this service are treated as women with
regard to other ministries." Also in the conversion recitals of
Black American slave literature, the Spirituals evoke the ordeal
of conversion-initiation with the expression "God struck me
22
dead" or "struck dead by God" or "slain in the Spirit".
All
initiation in a way tends towards this spiritualization in which the
candidate is married to the divinity, and moves towards
identification with the spirit, lives under the grasp of the divinity.
This orientation in African sacramental [initiation] spirituality
evokes the emphasis of the Eastern Church on grace as
divinisation: "it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives
in me" [OaI2:20.] The Master of Initiation dominates totally the
-

life of the initiated.
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Reorganising the Programme for Theological Education
From the above review of inculturation

one

may

ask, what crucial

problems should preoccupy theological reflection in Africa? De
Deo Uno et Trino or burning issues arising from the context? For
certain

schools

theological

of the

Western

Church, those

built should
orthodoxy
While
everywhere.
'preoccupy theological
questions
arising from contextual experience of our local churches are good
for pastoral application or are retained as open questions for
missiological scrutiny. Such thinking still considers inculturation
purely from the perspective of the outmoded theology of
adaptation. African theologians are called upon today to face the
challenges of the contemporary world from their socio-cultural
perspective. Like the Fathers of the Church they revisit and
reformulate the concerns of Christian dogmatics, ethics,
spirituality, sacramento logy and pastoral. Contextual questions
that confront them and the manner they are formulated already

doctrines

on

which

Christian

was

education

suggest patterns
every

or

contextual

channels of response. Here inculturation,

theological approach,

liberation of theology
The issues

or

contributes

to

as

the

.

new

perspectives we raised above around
challenges for ecclesiology, Christian

sacramentology pose
spirituality and the Christian doctrine of God. First the issues that
concern ecclesiology lead to reformulating the concerns of this
discipline: [1] How to reinvent a church that is focused on God's
presence and action in the daily life of Christians (to ensure the
sanctification of the everyday in life); [2] how to reinvent a
community that is intimately linked to good/benevolent spirits
that join or lead the struggle against evil spirits and "evil eyes"
[evil people especially witches and wizards]; a community that is
served by an instituted ministry of healing, having experts that
take care of the integral health of the community; [3] how to
reinvent and reproduce a Spirit-filled community, rooted in the
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Christ and built

generosity of its youth and
family
along in the task of changing
the world [An experiment like the bilenge-ya-mwinda "flaming
of the Congo that draws paradigms of
[Christian] youth"
formation from the traditional initiation rituals of the Congo
peoples merits deeper study.]"
Besides, sacramental spirituality that sees the fulcrum of the
quest for God in divinisation raises major doctrinal questions.
How does one handle the openness of African religion to an array
of spirits and divinities and the presence of the one Spirit of God
in Christianity? Do exorcisms conducted in the power of
benevolent spirits that are allies of humans in the struggle against
evil spirits threaten the power of the Spirit of God? The
theological question about the nature of God, the relationship
leaders,

on

the love and

to carry the

of God

-

-

between

God

unavoidable.

and

God's
the

creation

or

of the

God's

creatures

is

mediation of

Again,
question
unique
Christ, side by side with the plurality of spirits and
powerful ancestors, is pertinent for Christology. The pattern of
Jesus the

the quest for God in African spirituality, especially the intense
involvement of a multiplicity of spirits in this quest, is not

by demonizing these spirits or classifying the subject
demonology. Many Churches, including the Independent
African Churches, adopt this facile approach. However the
popular quest for trance, for being captured or mounted by
benevolent spirits or by the Spirit of God in our churches, of
ecstasy and spiritual wedlock would guide theological reflection
and education towards making pneumatology a major and
foundational theological subject matter. On the other hand the
experience of evil and misfortune, of witchcraft and sorcery
along with their deleterious consequences in the social order,
would encourage institutionalizing the ministry of healing, public
confessions of responsibility for such social evils along with
exorcism. But in this direction theology will be challenged to
subject to fresh scrutiny the meaning of ethical responsibility and
resolved
under

a review
reformulate the social defmition of the human person
of the foundations of Christian ethics is unavoidable. Faced with
-
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between

God and God's creatio.n, spiritual and mystical theology would
provide the tools for exploring the art of the African access to

God.

Conversely

this

approach

reveals the nature of

a

God who,

in Jesus Christ, is distant and yet very close to humans in
multiple manifestations.
even

Theology of inculturation that subjects the whole theological
speculation to a new scrutiny leaves us little choice than to return
to contextual questions ignored by both Church and theologians
that are too preoccupied with orthodoxy. Only by putting the
contextual questions at the centre of theology would one
determine when, where, and how the classical issues handled by
Christian orthodoxy would interest an African theology that
subjects them to a fresh scrutiny.
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